To evaluate evidence for de novo etiologies in schizophrenia, we sequenced at high coverage the exomes of families recruited from two populations with distinct demographic structures and history. We sequenced a total of 795 exomes from 231 parent-proband trios enriched for sporadic schizophrenia cases, as well as 34 unaffected trios. We observed in cases an excess of de novo nonsynonymous singlenucleotide variants as well as a higher prevalence of genedisruptive de novo mutations relative to controls. We found four genes (LAMA2, DPYD, TRRAP and VPS39) affected by recurrent de novo events within or across the two populations, which is unlikely to have occurred by chance. We show that de novo mutations affect genes with diverse functions and developmental profiles, but we also find a substantial contribution of mutations in genes with higher expression in early fetal life. Our results help define the genomic and neural architecture of schizophrenia.
To evaluate evidence for de novo etiologies in schizophrenia, we sequenced at high coverage the exomes of families recruited from two populations with distinct demographic structures and history. We sequenced a total of 795 exomes from 231 parent-proband trios enriched for sporadic schizophrenia cases, as well as 34 unaffected trios. We observed in cases an excess of de novo nonsynonymous singlenucleotide variants as well as a higher prevalence of genedisruptive de novo mutations relative to controls. We found four genes (LAMA2, DPYD, TRRAP and VPS39) affected by recurrent de novo events within or across the two populations, which is unlikely to have occurred by chance. We show that de novo mutations affect genes with diverse functions and developmental profiles, but we also find a substantial contribution of mutations in genes with higher expression in early fetal life. Our results help define the genomic and neural architecture of schizophrenia.
Schizophrenia is a severe psychiatric disorder with a strong genetic component 1 . Whereas the contribution of rare de novo copy-number variants (CNVs) to schizophrenia risk is well established [2] [3] [4] [5] , the contribution of de novo nucleotide-level variants has not yet been probed extensively 6, 7 . We completed exome sequencing of 146 Afrikaner proband-parent family trios of subjects with a diagnosis of schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder (SCZAFF) 3, 8 and 34 unaffected control trios (53 and 22 trios, respectively, have been described previously 7 ) . We also sequenced the exomes of 85 US family trios of subjects with schizophrenia or SCZAFF (Online Methods and Supplementary Table 1 ). None of the subjects carry rare de novo CNVs (of ≥30 kb in size), as determined in previous CNV scans of these cohorts 3, 4 . We used a previously described analytical pipeline 7 Fig. 1 ). More than 90% of single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) and 20% of insertions and/or deletions (indels) were validated (Supplementary Table 2 ).
and a series of filters, including final validation by Sanger sequencing of all family members (Online Methods and Supplementary
In our control cohort, we identified 16 exonic de novo SNVs and 1 proteintruncating indel in 34 subjects (0.50 events per sample) ( Table 1) .
The point mutation rate in the captured coding sequence was 1.28 × 10 -8 mutations per base per generation. Among the 16 de novo SNVs, 11 were predicted to be nonsynonymous, missense changes, and 5 were predicted to be synonymous changes. The observed nonsynonymous-tosynonymous ratio in our control cohort of 2.20 is consistent with neutral expectation (2.23) 9,10 and with those reported for control samples (unaffected siblings) in three studies of independent subsets of the Simons Simplex Collection (SSC) (2.23, n = 200 (ref. 11); 2.11, n = 31 (ref. 12); 2.99, n = 343 (ref. 13); average nonsynonymous-to synonymous ratio = 2.65, n = 574 (combined SSC control group)).
In the 146 Afrikaner probands, we observed 93 confirmed de novo exonic point mutations (92 SNVs and 1 dinucleotide substitution) and 9 confirmed de novo indel events ( Table 1) . Six of the indels resulted in protein truncation, and three resulted in deletion of a single amino acid. Additional query of de novo SNVs located within the flanking intronic regions identified three SNVs that altered canonical splice sites ( Table  1 ) and seven that altered the consensus sequences flanking canonical splice sites (Online Methods). Overall, 73 of 146 cases (50%) carried at least 1 likely functional de novo event (nonsynonymous, indel or splicesite mutation). The point mutation rate in the captured coding sequence was 1.73 × 10 -8 mutations per base per generation, not significantly different than the one observed in our control sample. Moreover, we found no differences in the distribution or frequency of multiple de novo point mutations in cases versus controls ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). The 93 identified de novo point mutations included 80 nonsynonymous and 13 synonymous changes. The nonsynonymous-to-synonymous ratio of 6.15 was higher than neutral expectation (2.23) 9,10 (P = 1.92 × 10 -4 , two-sided exact binomial test). To further assess the statistical significance of the observed enrichment of nonsynonymous variants in cases, we performed permutation testing by randomly permuting the casecontrol labels of the trios in our data set (Supplementary Note). On the basis of 100,000 such permuted data sets, we obtained permutation one-sided P = 0.033. In contrast, analysis of the nonsynonymous-tosynonymous ratios among private inherited variants (variants present only in one family and serving as proxies for evolutionarily young mutation events) did not show any significant difference in cases versus controls ( Supplementary Table 3 ). Indeed, de novo variants were volume 44 | number 12 | DeCember 2012 | nature genetics l e t t e r s higher compared to neutral expectation 9 (P = 2.1 × 10 -4 , two-sided exact binomial test). There was a differential enrichment of nonsynonymous events between de novo and rare, private inherited events (P < 0.0001). Notably, as in both individual cohorts, the number of loss-of-function events per affected trio (20/231; 8.7%) was 2.8 times higher than in control trios (1/34, 2.9%), strongly supporting a role for gene-disrupting mutations in disease (Tables 1 and 2). Permutation testing showed a significant enrichment of likely functional de novo variants over synonymous ones (permutation one-sided P = 0.026; Supplementary Note). We estimate that 46% of all likely functional de novo mutations identified represent genuine risk variants (Supplementary Note).
Considering phenotypic correlates, we observed a correlation between paternal age at the proband's birth and the number of de novo events per offspring ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ) but did not find any other significant differences between proband carriers and non-carriers of de novo functional mutations ( Supplementary Tables 4 and 5 and Supplementary Note).
Genes affected by de novo variants in our study were not significantly over-represented in two previously established comprehensive lists of synaptic genes that encode proteins localized to the presynaptic terminus or postsynaptic density of neurons (Supplementary Note). In addition, pathway analyses using the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) Annotation Tool did not identify any significantly enriched functional clusters. Evaluation of protein-protein ~3.7 times more likely than rare inherited variants to harbor nonsynonymous changes in cases (P < 0.0001, χ-squared test) but not in controls (P < 0.77). In addition to enrichment in nonsynonymous events, we observed a 2.6-fold enrichment in the rate of de novo events that almost certainly lead to loss of function (nonsense, frameshift indels and canonical splice-site mutations) in cases (11/146; 7.5%) versus controls (1/34; 2.9%). Overall, using permutation testing, we found a significant enrichment of likely functional de novo variants over synonymous ones in Afrikaner cases versus controls (permutation one-sided P = 0.017) ( Table 1 and Supplementary Note).
Analysis of the US cohort revealed a point mutation rate of 1.73 × 10 -8 mutations per base per generation, similar to that observed in the Afrikaner cases ( Table 1 ). The nonsynonymous-to-synonymous ratio of 3.42 ( Table 1) is higher than neutral expectation (2.23) 9,10 , but the difference is not statistically significant. In addition to the smaller size of the US cohort, this is likely due to greater uncertainty about family history of schizophrenia in that cohort, meaning that it may not be entirely depleted of familial cases, consistent with a lower de novo CNV rate 4 compared to the Afrikaner cohort 3 . By contrast, when comparing the rate of loss-of-function de novo events per case (8/85; 9.4%), we observed a 3.2-fold enrichment relative to controls, similar to the enrichment observed in the Afrikaner sample.
In the combined sample of 231 affected families, the nonsynonymousto-synonymous ratio for de novo variants (4.84; Table 1 ) remained Figure 1 Enrichment of nonsynonymous or functional de novo variants according to temporal expression profiles of genes mutated in schizophrenia. (a) We grouped the genes determined to have de novo mutations in the combined schizophrenia cohorts into three classes-prenatally biased, prenatal brain expression bias; postnatally biased, postnatal brain expression bias; and unbiased-according to their temporal expression trajectory in reference to a previously described global expression switch occurring before birth. We determined the relative enrichment of nonsynonymous or, more generally, functional de novo variants over synonymous ones. The relative enrichment in differentially regulated mutated genes is shown for de novo mutations. Nonsynonymous variants include missense and nonsense SNVs; functional variants include nonsynonymous, indel and splice-site mutations. Indel data were not available for transmitted variants. (b) Left, an elevated frequency of cases who had multiple (≥3) childhood behavioral abnormalities (supplementary Note) was found among carriers of de novo functional mutations in prenatally biased genes (10/29 compared to 4/51 cases carrying mutations in genes with no bias toward fetal brain expression; 4.4-fold enrichment, P = 0.0047, Fisher's exact test). Right, an elevated frequency of cases with severe disease functional outcome (supplementary Note) was found among carriers of de novo functional mutations in prenatally biased genes (35/38 compared to 45/66 cases carrying mutations in genes with no fetal brain expression bias; 1.35-fold enrichment, P = 0.007, Fisher's exact test). (c) Venn diagrams depicting the overlap between either all genes with de novo mutations in schizophrenia (n = 145) or only genes with prenatal expression bias harboring functional de novo mutations identified in the Afrikaner and US probands (n = 55) and genes with de novo mutations identified in ASD exome scans [10] [11] [12] [13] (n = 675). npg l e t t e r s
The majority of mutated genes with prenatal expression bias are highly expressed during the first and second trimesters of pregnancy ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ) and show an over-representation of genes encoding nuclear factors involved in chromatin remodeling, nuclear transport and transcriptional control, as well as in protein translation and degradation (Supplementary Tables 6 and 8). They also include genes that code for factors involved in cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions, a subset of which interact with two key adhesive proteins, THBS1 (ref. 18 ) and ITGA6 (ref. 19) , involved in synaptogenesis, axonal growth and cortical layering ( Supplementary Fig. 4) . We confirmed that genes with prenatal expression bias were highly enriched for genes that are targeted by one or more microRNAs (miRNAs) 15 (Supplementary Note) and also found a nominally significant enrichment of hsa-mir-367 and hsa-mir-1244 targets (Supplementary Tables 9 and 10). By comparison, the risk conferred by mutated genes with bias toward postnatal expression was related to interactions showed a significantly greater connectivity among mutational targets than would be expected by chance (P < 0.05). Multigene protein-protein interaction clusters included one centered on MTOR and one centered on CANX, which includes genes encoding extracellular matrix and cell adhesion proteins ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ), suggesting that diverse genes associated with schizophrenia risk may converge on a shorter list of functional modules.
We then examined to what extent the enrichment in functional de novo events is determined by the developmental pattern of brain expression of the mutated genes 14, 15 ( Supplementary Table 6 and Supplementary Note). In both the hippocampus ( Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 5 ) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ), two brain areas implicated in schizophrenia 16 , the highest effect size was observed for genes showing the highest expression during the prenatal period ( Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 6 ). The nonsynonymous-tosynonymous ratio for genes with prenatal expression bias was significantly higher than expected for neutral changes (hippocampus, P = 0.004; DLPFC, P = 0.004). In comparison, the corresponding P values for genes with postnatal expression bias were 0.06 and 0.04, whereas genes with unbiased expression did not show significant differences (P = 0.12 and 0.26) ( Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Similar analysis of de novo variants in the SSC control group or of private transmitted variants in Afrikaner and US probands showed no difference in the distribution of effect sizes in any of the temporal trajectories tested (Fig. 1a) .
Notably, there was a functional correlation between the prenatal expression bias of the mutated genes and the neurodevelopmental impact of the corresponding mutations. Specifically, among cases carrying de novo mutations, those with mutations in genes with a bias toward prenatal expression were more likely to have had multiple (≥3) behavioral abnormalities in childhood (before the age of 10) 17 compared to the cases carrying de novo mutations in genes with no bias toward fetal brain expression, as well as worse functional outcome following disease onset ( Fig. 1b and Supplementary Note) . In addition, comparison of all genes with functional de novo events identified in our families with schizophrenia (n = 145) with those identified in families with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) (n = 675) 10-13 identified 15 shared genes ( Fig. 1c) , an overlap within the range expected by chance (P = 0.29; Supplementary Note). However, 11 of the 15 shared genes (73%) are included in our list of genes that show a bias toward prenatal expression (Supplementary Table 7) . The probability that this overlap arose by chance is very low (P = 0.004). npg l e t t e r s modulates production of b-alanine, a neuromodulator of inhibitory transmission in the brain 22 . We identified one missense and one nonsense SNV in the Afrikaner and US cohorts, respectively. Abnormal urinary excretion of thymine and uracil confirmed DPYD deficiency in the carrier of the missense mutation (Supplementary Fig. 8 ). Heterozygous deletions, either encompassing or within DPYD, as well as altered expression 23 , have been described in ASD 24 and intellectual disability 25 . Neither autistic features nor intellectual disability were present in carriers of the DPYD mutation in our cohorts, suggesting variable expressivity. A genome-wide association study (GWAS) mega-analysis in schizophrenia identified the strongest association (P = 1.6 × 10 -11 ) at rs1625579, a variant located at 1p21.3 in the intron of MIR137 (ref. 26 ) and within a haplotype block (Dʹ > 0.9) that extends to the 5ʹ exons of DPYD (Supplementary Fig. 9 ). We did not find mutations in MIR137; therefore, association with rs1625579 may reflect the contribution of DPYD variants to disease. The splice-site mutation in TRRAP affects position +6 relative to the splice junction site and is predicted to disrupt splicing and binding of the SRP55 splicing factor within a splicing enhancer. Notably, TRRAP and VPS39 are also mutated in ASD cases 12 .
We also compared the identified functional de novo mutations to the de novo CNVs identified previously in our two cohorts (22 CNVs affecting 156 genes) 3, 4 . Five genes (DGCR2, TOP3B, CIT, STAG1 and SMAP2) were altered by both de novo SNVs and CNVs ( Table 3) , two of them in affected individuals across the two different populations tested. Two of these genes are within the 22q11.2 schizophrenia susceptibility locus.
Our findings implicate contribution from a diverse set of de novo mutations to the genomic architecture of schizophrenia in the context of a mutation-selection balance model and highlight the importance of using family samples where disease history has been thoroughly ascertained. Focusing on our comprehensively ascertained Afrikaner cohort, we estimate that at least 17.6% of sporadic cases carry a de novo pathogenic exonic mutation (Supplementary Note), and at least 9.9% carry a de novo CNV 3 . Thus, such mutations may contribute to risk in approximately one-fourth to one-third of all sporadic cases. Given that results from scans of non-exonic their involvement in intracellular signaling processes (GTPase, diacylglycerol (DAG) or calcium signaling; Supplementary Table 8 ), which regulate diverse aspects of neuronal connectivity.
We next set out to evaluate which of the individual genes that are mutated in schizophrenia are more likely to confer disease risk. We found four genes altered by two de novo events each in unrelated probands (three of these genes were affected in cases across the two different populations tested) ( Table 3 and Supplementary Note). These genes were mutated twice by a combination of a nonsense and a missense de novo SNV (DPYD) or a combination of a splice-site mutation (Supplementary Tables 11 and 12 ) with either a de novo missense SNV (TRRAP and VPS39) or an indel (LAMA2). None of these genes were affected in the Afrikaner or the SSC control group, and no such mutational combinations were reported for any gene among the 488 with de novo events in the SSC control group. Given the number of de novo mutations in our data set, observation of four such recurrent events is associated with a P value of 0.002 (Supplementary Note) , with the occurrence of one of the four combinations (in LAMA2) being individually statistically significant (P = 0.017).
LAMA2 encodes the laminin a2 chain, which constitutes one of the subunits of laminin 2 and 4 and binds to ITGA6, which is encoded by a gene with prenatal expression bias that was mutated in our cases (Supplementary Fig. 4) . The indel in LAMA2 disrupts a key C-terminal domain, and the splice-site mutation affects a highly conserved nucleotide at position -1 relative to the canonical splice acceptor AG motif and is expected to disrupt splicing ( Supplementary Table 12 ). Homozygous mutations in LAMA2 lead, with variable penetrance, to congenital muscular dystrophy characterized by central nervous system (CNS) involvement, including white matter abnormalities, cognitive impairment, seizures and neuronal migration defects 20 . In addition, a de novo mutation in another member of the laminin gene family, LAMA1 was described in another schizophrenia cohort 6 .
DPYD encodes dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase, the initial and rate-limiting factor in the pathway of pyrimidine catabolism 21 that also regions are still forthcoming, this is likely an underestimate. Our findings also contribute to the understanding of the neural architecture of schizophrenia risk. Given that we estimate the number of schizophrenia risk loci at more than 850 (Supplementary Note), our findings imply an exquisite sensitivity of the neural circuits underlying susceptibility to schizophrenia to precise levels or activity of many diverse proteins and signaling modules and suggest that focusing on circuits may be more commensurate with the heterogeneity of schizophrenia than other proposed mechanisms that concentrate on specific neurotransmitters or cell types 27 .
In addition, we show that, in determining disease risk, not only the function of the mutated gene but also the timing of the genetic insult may be of critical importance. Specifically, although de novo mutations affect genes with diverse functions and developmental profiles, we describe a substantial contribution of mutations in developmentally regulated genes with higher expression during early and mid-stage fetal life and show that such mutations are enriched among adult cases with prominent early prepsychotic, deviant behaviors. Notably, a bias towards prenatal expression was also demonstrated for genes affected by multiple types of schizophrenia-associated genetic variation 28 . Our findings provide a mechanistic context to interpret epidemiological correlations among various prenatal environmental insults during the first and second trimesters of pregnancy and risk for schizophrenia 29 . Moreover, the fact that expression of many prenatally biased genes is under strict miRNA control may explain emerging links between miRNA dysregulation and psychiatric disorders 30 . The challenge remains to identify the affected biological processes and neural circuits and to determine how they are affected. Unbiased network-based approaches as well as animal and cellular models of recurrent mutations will be invaluable in reaching this goal 31 . 
METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper.
Accession codes. Exome sequencing data are available upon request.
Note: Supplementary information is available in the online version of the paper. screened against presence and history of treatment for any psychiatric condition, as well as history of mental illness in first-or second-degree relatives. Both affected and control trios were recruited and characterized in the context of our ongoing large-scale genetic studies of schizophrenia and have been described previously 3, 7, 8 . Because de novo mutations are more likely to account for sporadic forms of the disease, we took great care to determine reliably and in depth the family history status and generate cohorts enriched in sporadic cases (Supplementary Note) . However, the presence or absence of a family history was not used as a screening criterion.
ONLINE METHODS

Cohorts
In the Afrikaner cohort, it was possible to determine absence of disease in first-or second-degree relatives because of the cohesive family structures, the large catchment area and the fact that long-term care was provided by the local recruiting hospital, thereby affording detailed hospital records over several generations 3, 8 . In the geographically fragmented and ancestrally diverse US cohort, we were able to determine absence of disease only in first-degree relatives (Supplementary Note). Additional cohort characteristics are given in the Supplementary Note. Informed consent was obtained from all participants, and the Institutional Review Committees of Columbia University and the University of Pretoria approved all procedures. Paternity and maternity were confirmed before sequencing via the Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 5.0 as well as via a panel of microsatellite markers. DNA for all study subjects was extracted from whole blood, and analysis was performed blind to affected status while maintaining knowledge of the parent-child relationships.
Exome library construction.
For exome capture and sequencing, genomic DNA (~3 µg) was sheared to 200-300 bp in size using a Covaris Acoustic Adaptor. Fragments were then end repaired, polyA tailed and ligated to sequencing adaptor oligonucleotides using reagents from New England BioLabs. Libraries were barcoded using the Illumina index read strategy, which uses 6-base sequences within the adaptor that are sequenced separately from the genomic DNA insert. Ligated products were size selected during purification steps. The DNA library was subsequently enriched for sequences with 5ʹ and 3ʹ adaptors by PCR amplification using primers complementary to the adaptor sequences (ligation-mediated PCR, LM-PCR). Exonic DNA was captured using two hybridization systems: Agilent SureSelect v2 (n = 85 trios) and NimbleGen SeqCap EZ v2 (n = 180 trios). After capture, another round of LM-PCR was performed to generate the final libraries. Each library was quantified by fluorescent methods (PicoGreen, Invitrogen), and fragment size was measured with the Agilent Bioanalyzer. Finally, the molar concentration of each library was measured using the size information from the Agilent Bioanalyzer and DNA quantitation information from an RT-PCR assay (Kapa Biosystems; performed according to the manufacturer's protocol). Each library was normalized to a 10 nM concentration and sequenced using an Illumina HiSeq 2000.
Exome data analysis for de novo SNVs and indels. The exome data analysis pipeline has been described previously 7 . Briefly, raw sequencing data were mapped to the human reference genome (hg19) using the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA v0.5.81536). The Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK, version 5091) was used to remove duplicates, perform local realignment and map quality score recalibration to produce a cleaned BAM file and then make genotype calls for all trios jointly. The resulting variant call format (VCF, version 4.0) files were annotated using the GenomicAnnotator module in GATK to identify and label the called variants that were within the targeted coding regions and overlap with known and likely benign SNPs reported in dbSNP v132 (see URLs). The filtered genotype calls were further validated using the mpileup module in SAMtools (see URLs) as described previously 7 . Indel calls were made by Dindel software using one cleaned BAM file per run. The resulting VCF files were further revalidated using the same SAMtools procedure as for the point mutations. To determine potential mutations at splice donor or acceptor sites, GATK variant calls were made in a batch fashion (90 samples per batch) that covered each target coding region and the 50-bp flanking segments on each side of it. The variants in the resulting VCF files were annotated according to refGene-big-table-hg19.txt (see URLs). A variant was annotated as a 'canonical splice-site mutation' if it disrupted the largely invariable core canonical 2-bp acceptor (AG) or donor (GU) sites. De novo variants within 10 bp of the exon-intron boundary, included in the consensus sequence flanking core canonical splice sites and therefore likely to modulate splicing efficiency, were annotated as 'consensus splice-site mutations' .
Candidate de novo variants were tested using standard Sanger sequencing on an ABI 3730xl DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) to validate the presence of each mutation in the proband and its absence in the parental genomes, using custom primers that were designed using Primer3 software on the basis of the ~500 bp of sequence flanking each variant. The total number of de novo SNVs found and validated in a given cohort was divided by the total number of bases analyzed to calculate the per-base rate of point mutation in the captured coding sequence.
Variant detection pipeline and quality control.
Because the entire capture and sequencing procedure was conducted without knowledge of the affected status in all three cohorts, we expected no bias between cohorts. To further demonstrate that variant detection and quality control were consistent across all samples and all experimental conditions, we compared the percentage of average reads at 1×, 8×, 20× and 30× coverage under each condition (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). There were no differences for any of the parameters analyzed.
Statistics. The two-sided exact binomial test was conducted using R. Fisher's exact test or the χ-squared test with Yates' correction was used for the analysis of contingency tables, depending on the sample sizes, using R.
Annotation of the functional impact of the de novo mutations. The functional impact of the de novo mutations was annotated from several different resources. The PolyPhen-2 online batch query server (see URLs) 32 was used with full annotation settings to determine the nonsynonymous or synonymous nature of the mutations and predict their functional impact by further classifying them as non-tolerated (damaging) or benign at a given site. The Grantham score for each coding variant was determined using the Grantham matrix table 33 . The phyloP score for each coding variant was extracted from the phyloP46wayAll table in the UCSC Table Browser (see URLs) . For splice-site variants, we considered mutations directly disrupting canonical splice sites as severe disruptive events without further analysis. For mutations in consensus splice sites, we used a mutation analysis module in the Human Splice Finder (HSF) program (Version 2.4.1; see URLs) 34 to predict their functional impact. Briefly, 100 nucleotides of sequence surrounding the exon-intron boundary were extracted from the UCSC browser and the wild-type and mutated sequences were imported into the HSF mutation analysis module to detect potential disruption of splicing signals. The HSF-derived results for the identified consensus splice-site mutations are shown in Supplementary Tables 11 and 12.
Gene set enrichment and protein-protein interaction network analyses.
The DAVID Functional Annotation Chart 35 (see URLs) was used to determine whether a given gene set with de novo mutations was enriched in particular gene ontology (GO) terms or functional keywords defined in Swiss-Prot and the Protein Information Resource. Genes with mutations in schizophrenia were mapped in the database, and functional annotation chart analysis was conducted with the default settings. We used the Disease Association Protein-protein Link Evaluator (DAPPLE; see URLs) 36 to determine whether there was higher protein-protein interaction than expected by chance among the genes altered by likely functional de novo variants. A list of all genes with likely functional mutations was submitted to the DAPPLE server with default settings.
Temporal expression profile analysis of the genes carrying de novo mutations. To investigate developmental expression of genes mutated in
